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application may be terminated prematurely resulting in loss of
job progress. Both these situations adversely affect resource
utilization as well as job throughput. In addition, variability also
makes it challenging to analyze the performance bottlenecks
in a parallel application, and study the impact of performance
improvements made to a code.
The overall operational efficiency of the HPC system also
suffers due to performance variability as jobs take longer to
complete on average. This results in fewer jobs being completed
over time and causes the system’s throughput to diminish.
Additionally, the scheduler receives less realistic time estimates
from users which inhibits its scheduling capability. Hence, it
is important to tackle the performance variability problem not
just at the individual user level, but at the system level.
With storage becoming relatively inexpensive, the amount
of system related data being logged has increased considerably.
Software such as the Lightweight Distributed Metric Service
(LDMS) [6] are being used to collect and aggregate multiple
I. I NTRODUCTION
data streams from system hardware and software on HPC
Performance variability has become a significant problem systems. We believe that such system data holds clues about
for end users, especially as high performance computing (HPC) the performance variability of individual jobs. Moreover, we
systems grow in scale and complexity. It refers to the variation hypothesize that past historical data can give us a reasonable
in performance (execution time) observed when a given indication of the performance of jobs in the near future.
executable is run with the same input parameters multiple times
In this paper, we use historical job information and system
on an HPC system. Users may observe several times worse monitoring data to accurately predict if a job in the scheduler
performance than expected for jobs submitted at different times queue will experience variation if scheduled right away. We
that are otherwise identical. This can happen due to operating observe that ML models trained on historical data for control
system (OS) noise or contention for shared resources such as jobs perform exceedingly well in predicting if a job in the queue
the network or filesystem [1], [2]. Performance degradation will experience variation. Our models obtain an F1 score of 0.95
negatively affects the end user as well as the operational in cross-validation. We use these trained models as an input to
efficiency of the system.
the job scheduler to influence scheduling decisions with a goal
When faced with performance variability, users are unable to reduce variability. Predictions from the trained ML models
to estimate run times for their jobs accurately, and hence may are used by the scheduling algorithm to delay scheduling of
request nodes for longer times than may be required. Most certain jobs in the queue if their run time may vary significantly.
HPC systems use batch schedulers such as Slurm [3] and We design and implement an end-to-end system, which we call
LSF [4] to run jobs and assign allocated resources to them. the Resource Utilization aware Scheduler for HPC (RUSH in
These batch schedulers require a run time limit provided by the short), for collecting application and system data, accurately
user that serves as an upper bound on the duration the job will modeling and predicting application variation, and intelligent
be allocated resources. When the end user cannot predict the adaptive scheduling based on such predictions.
total run time of their application due to large variances, they
Using real workloads and an implementation of our schedulwill often over-estimate total job time input to the scheduler, ing algorithm on a large allocation of the Quartz cluster at
which may result in longer queue wait times [5]. On the other LLNL, we show that RUSH effectively reduces the variation
hand, if the user underestimates performance degradation, their and maximum run time of applications without significantly
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affecting makespan or mean queue time. We see up to 5.8% queue order. Additionally, these works evaluate their models
improvement in maximum run time and no performance using simulations based on application trace and job log data.
outliers. In our experiments, we see the average number of
Naghshnejad et al [14] propose a scheduling policy based
runs experiencing variation drop from 17 to 4 using RUSH. on a meta-learning technique that predicts the reliability of a
Additionally, we show that our ML model and scheduler can users predicted run time. This confidence is utilized to do more
generalize to applications not included in its training data as aggressive backfilling. Carastan-Santos et al [15] use historical
well as different inputs for the same applications.
job log data to similarly account for inaccurate user predictions.
Our work makes the following important contributions:
Additionally, this work uses a simulated environment and nonlinear regression models to find optimal utility functions for
• We create a pipeline for collecting longitudinal job
scheduling workloads.
performance data.
There is also existing work that uses current system perfor• We train machine learning models using system monitormance
to schedule jobs [18]. This work uses reinforcement
ing data to accurately predict the occurrence of variation
learning
to gradually learn an optimal scheduling policy with
for an application.
a
weighted
sum of makespan and queue time as an objective.
• We propose a new resource utilization aware scheduling
algorithm that reduces application variation and lowers
III. DATA C OLLECTION AND M ODELING
the maximum run time.
Previous work [13] that used I/O performance predictors
• We implement our scheduler and run it on a large
has
shown that using current information about the file
allocation over several different workloads to show its
system
to delay scheduling of I/O-intensive jobs can improve
actual improvement.
resource
utilization. This shows that the relative health of
• We show that our scheduling algorithm generalizes to
shared
resources
is a meaningful predictor in determining if
applications its ML model has never seen.
an application will experience performance variation in the
II. R ELATED W ORK
near future. It also shows that delaying the execution of an
In this section, we discuss related work on identifying and application when shared resources are congested can lead to less
mitigating performance variability. We also discuss previous variation and higher resource utilization. Thus, we hypothesize
that deploying a resource utilization aware scheduler will also
work on intelligent job scheduling.
improve these two metrics.
A. Analyzing System Monitoring Data
An adaptive job scheduler would require online knowledge of
The recent availability of extensive monitoring data on HPC system health and its relationship with application performance.
systems has led to numerous studies looking at analyzing Existing works have shown that system monitoring data can
this monitoring data and studying longitudinal patterns. These provide this meaningful insight into the health of shared
studies try to identify performance trends and discover their resources (see Section II-A). Moreso, [7] shows that this data
root causes. A recent work [1] uses performance counters from in conjunction with historical runs from proxy applications
the duration before a job runs to study the root causes of can accurately predict their relative performance. With this
performance variation. Another work [7] uses performance information available apriori, the job scheduler can alter its
counters to model expected run time of proxy applications and queue order to prevent variation and further congestion.
Thus, we collect system data, shared resource benchmarks,
assess the quality of future runs.
and proxy application profiles over time to build statistical
B. Mitigating Performance Variability
models to be used in our scheduling algorithm. Below, we
Existing work [8], [9], [2], [1], [10] has extensively studied present the data used in our ML pipeline as well as our
the causes of performance degradation and the degree that it collection methodology. All of the data was collected on the
hinders application performance. Recent work has looked at Quartz system at LLNL. Quartz is a fat-tree cluster with 2,988
utilizing network control mechanisms and application aware Intel Xeon E5-2695 compute nodes, connected by a Cornelis
machine learning to mitigate network contention [11]. Another Networks Omni-Path fabric.
approach shows that throttling messages in flight per-core can
significantly reduce congestion and increase application per- A. System Monitoring Data from the HPC Cluster
Recent years have seen the growth of software stacks to
formance [12]. This work also prescribes proactive congestion
mitigation. Meanwhile, [13] looks at monitoring network health collect and analyze system data. We utilize these to gather inforwith “canary” jobs to prevent variability due to I/O contention. mation about the state of the machine as proxy applications run.
With this data we can infer causes of performance anomalies
C. Intelligent Job Scheduling
and predict future occurrences with statistical models.
Previous work [14], [15], [16], [17] has used machine
We include two sources of system counters in our data:
learning to predict how reliable user provided run times are and sysclassib and lustre client. Sysclassib is a table of counters
how much slowdown running a particular job will incur. These containing values for the endpoint traffic such as the xmit rate
works use information provided in the job submission script and recv rate. The lustre client table of counters contains the
and historical job log data to choose a scheduling strategy or number of system calls to the Lustre parallel filesystem as
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Fig. 1. Observed variability in the performance of proxy applications run in the production batch queue of Quartz at LLNL over a period of two months in
2020. Performance is relative to the lowest execution time per application. Several applications see over 2× performance variation and some even up to 14×.
(Several data points over 8× not shown in the plot.)

well as the amount of data being written/read. These data are All of the applications use MPI for distributed memory
consistently collected by LDMS, which writes the aggregated parallelism and run in CPU only mode. Each run was profiled
data into Cassandra tables on the LLNL Sonar system. Each with HPCToolkit [26]. We use Hatchet [27] to read in the
sample in the table is indexed on the hostname of its source HPCToolkit profiles, and extract the inclusive run time of the
node and the timestamp from when it was recorded.
main compute region in each code. Figure 1 shows the variation
We utilize aggregate data points in training rather than experienced by each application between November 12th, 2020
temporal data (see Section III-D). These aggregate data points and December 31st, 2020 relative to each application’s miniare calculated by aggregating counter values over some mum running time. In mid-December, there was a significant
duration before a job is run. In our training data we use spike in variation in all applications.
While all of the applications experienced some degree of
five minutes as the duration. The counters are aggregated
via minimum, maximum, and mean and, thus, each counter variation, they may have different sources of this variation
column becomes 3. For example, the xmit_rate counter from their types of workload. Thus, the type of workload
in sysclassib becomes max_xmit_rate, min_xmit_rate, is included in the dataset as a one-hot encoded vector over
and mean_xmit_rate. This data is also aggregated over compute, network, and I/O intensive. For the training data we
compute nodes as it is recorded on each node. In our dataset hand selected these values. However, in production this data
we include the aggregates over both all compute nodes and the needs to be provided accurately to the scheduler. This can be
nodes exclusive to the job being run, so that we can compare given by the user, empirical methods, or binary analysis.
the results from training the ML models over data from the
entire machine versus the nodes exclusive to each data sample. C. Benchmarks Used to Monitor System Health
Before and during proxy application runs we collected
B. Proxy Applications Used in Control Jobs
several metrics related to the health of the system as well
This system data provides insights into the state of the as the performance of the job. Right as each job is scheduled
machine, while proxy applications can provide insight into how we ran two MPI benchmarks with mpiP to gather information
applications perform on that machine. Proxy applications are about the network health. These benchmarks are used to offer
simpler programs that mimic the typical workload of a larger some information to the ML model as to how congestion is
scientific code. As a result, they are ideal for generating data currently affecting running applications.
that is representative of historical workloads of HPC systems.
The first benchmark is a simple ring routine with send/recv
We run seven proxy applications at frequent intervals to that passes around a 100MB token for ten iterations. The second
collect performance data: Kripke [19], AMG [20], Laghos [21], calls AllReduce on 100MB of random data for five iterations.
SWFFT [22], PENNANT [23], sw4lite [24], and LBANN [25]. Message sizes and iteration counts for these benchmarks were
These applications represent a range of computational and picked empirically such that there was sufficient variance for the
communication patterns in a variety of scientific domains. ML models to learn from, but not enough to cause significant
Each was compiled with the default build settings in their communication overhead.
build documentation using the system intel compiler.
Using mpiP we record the time spent waiting on the blocking
We submitted jobs for each proxy application two to three Send, Recv, and AllReduce calls on each node. For the dataset
times a day on the cluster from August 2020 to February we record the minimum, maximum, and mean of each of these
2021 with each job being run at various times in the day. values across used nodes. This becomes nine features in each
Each application ran on 16 nodes using 512 cores in total. data point.

D. Input to the Machine Learning Models
Each of these application runs becomes a sample in the
final dataset. The input features for each sample consist of
the minimum, maximum, and mean of every counter in the
sysclassib and lustre client tables, the user provided application
type label, and the nine aggregated benchmark results. Finally,
each sample has its run time and z-score as output labels. The
resulting dataset and its features are presented in Table I.
TABLE I
D ESCRIPTION OF DATA SOURCES AND THE NUMBER OF
COUNTERS / FEATURES DERIVED FROM THEM FOR TRAINING THE ML
MODELS .
Input source

# Counters

# Features

Description

sysclassib

22

66

opa info

34

102

lustre2 client
MPI benchmarks
Proxy applications

34
3
-

102
9
1
1
1

InfiniBand counters
Omni-Path switch
counters
Lustre client metrics
Execution time
Compute Intensive
Network Intensive
I/O Intensive

This collected data is designed to encapsulate the machine
state during an application run and the relative performance of
that run. The goal of the ML models is to analyze the machine
state data and basic information about a job and predict if it
will experience variation. Several recent works have explored
using various models to learn over system data [28]. We find
static models trained on aggregate statistics to work well for
our purposes.
IV. RUSH: R ESOURCE U TILIZATION AWARE S CHEDULER
FOR HPC
We now present the two main components of RUSH: an
ML-based variability predictor, and a model-based adaptive
job scheduling algorithm, and also describe the design of the
entire pipeline. Figure 2 highlights how each component of
the pipeline fits together and their input/outputs.

Fig. 2. Pipeline Overview. The ML model is trained offline on historical jobs
and system data. Optimal features are selected and a trained model is exported.
This trained ML model, current system data, and submitted jobs are provided
as input to the job scheduler that, in turn, decides a new order for scheduling
jobs and mapping them to system resources over time.

A. Variability Predictor Module
The first module in the RUSH pipeline uses system and
control job data to predict if variation will occur from running

a job on the current system state. There are three inputs
to this module: system counters from Sonar, profiles from
longitudinal runs of proxy applications, and timings from
the MPI benchmarks. Within this module feature and model
selection are done first followed by training and exporting the
chosen model and features.
The ML models in the first component use the input data
as described in Section III. We set up the ML problem as a
classification task with the goal of classifying the occurrence
of variation given the system and benchmark data. The input
to this model consists of the 282 features listed in Table I.
For model and feature selection we use binary classification
and set the label of each data as 0 or 1. The first label, 0,
is assigned when an application’s run time is less than 1.5
standard deviations of its mean run time. This signifies no
variation. On the other hand, we assign a label of 1 when the
run time is greater than 1.5 standard deviations from its mean.
These variations are computed per-application using the mean
and standard deviation for each application’s run times, but
the model is trained on data from all applications. Instead of
arbitrarily selecting an ML model we train a variety of models
and use their F1 scores to to compare their performance (see
Section VI-B).
The set of classifiers used are standard models and we use
the best performing in the pipeline (see Section V) based on
F1 score. The models used are Extra Trees, Decision Forest,
K-Nearest Neighbors, and AdaBoost. Each is trained using
stratified cross validation to preserve the imbalance of the data.
To cross validate we split the data using six applications for
training and one for validation. This is performed over every
possible partitioning.
Features are selected after model selection using recursive
feature elimination. Features are eliminated recursively and
the set with the highest F1 score are kept. For the Extra Trees
and Decision Forest models, which have metrics for feature
importance, the least import features are removed first during
feature elimination.
After selecting the model and feature set the second
component outputs the trained ML model that can be used
offline. The chosen model is trained using the same data and
k-fold cross-validation. However, this model is trained on three
output classes: no variation, little variation, and variation. Here
the variation label stays the same while the no variation label
is assigned when an application’s run time is less than 1.2
standard deviations from its mean run time. Little variation is
when the application’s run time is between 1.2 and 1.5 standard
deviations of its mean run time. These labels are chosen based
on our observations of application performance behavior.
B. Model-based Adaptive Job Scheduler
The second component of RUSH is an intelligent job
scheduler that uses the models trained by the variability
predictor as input. The scheduler has three inputs: the trained
ML model, job queue, and systems data. It uses the ML model
with the systems data as input to implement a scheduling policy
and map jobs from the queue to system resources.

The proposed scheduler utilizes predictions provided by the Algorithm 2 Modified Start(·) Function. This is called to
ML model to delay scheduling of jobs that will experience launch jobs when resources are available. This modified version
variation. We do this by running the ML model on the current in RUSH puts jobs back on the queue if they will vary in
system counters whenever a new job is about to be scheduled. performance significantly.
Input j ← job
If the model predicts variation for this job we skip over it and
Q ← scheduler queue
look at the next one in the queue. The delayed job remains at
M ← ML model
the top of the queue and will be the first to be considered for
S ← current machine state
scheduling next time resources become available.
SkipTable ← Count of times skipped for each job
Our job scheduling modifications are general enough that
1 if SkipTable[j] < j.skip threshold and
they can be used to modify other existing policies. For example,
M (j, S) ∈ variation labels then
2
SkipTable[j] ← SkipTable[j] + 1
we show that we can easily modify the FCFS+EASY scheduling
3
push j after front of Q
algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. The main and backfilling
4 else
policies can be replaced with other queue ordering policies. 5
launch job j
One common example is Shortest Job First or SJF. This allows
6 end if
RUSH to utilize the benefits from other optimal queue ordering
policies assuming they work by statically re-ordering the queue.
used to enforce priorities or even ignore the scheduling delay
Algorithm 1 Scheduling Algorithm. This standard algorithm entirely for certain jobs.
queues jobs using policy R1 and uses EASY to backfill smaller
This leads us to the following design of the Start(·) function
jobs. Start(·) is used to launch jobs when resources become in Algorithm 2. It first checks if a job j is past its skip threshold
available.
(line 1). When j is past the threshold, then the and is shortInput Q ← queue of jobs
circuited and j will be run (line 5). If j is within its skip
M ← ML model
threshold, then RUSH will evaluate the ML model M (j, S)
S ← current machine state
(line
1). Variation being predicted will lead to j being put back
SkipTable ← Count of times skipped for each job
on
the
queue (lines 2-3). Otherwise, j will be run (line 5).
R1 ← Queue ordering policy
R2 ← Backfill ordering policy

V. I MPLEMENTATION
1 sort Q according to R1
2 for job j ∈ Q do
3
if j can be started currently then
4
pop j from Q
5
Start(j, Q, M, S, SkipTable)
6
else
7
Reserve j at earliest possible time
8
L ← Q \ {j}
9
sort L according to R2
10
for job j 0 ∈ L do
if j 0 can be started currently without delaying reservation
11
of j then
12
pop j 0 from Q
13
Start(j 0 , Q, M, S, SkipTable)
14
end if
15
end for
16
break
17
end if
18 end for

This algorithmic change only affects the job queue ordering.
It is agnostic towards resource mappings and network topology.
These can be accounted for in the start function when jobs are
being launched or by a separate software system. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm only needs to modify the Start(·) function
as shown in Algorithm 2. This function takes care of putting
jobs back on the queue when they are being delayed.
However, continually delaying jobs can lead to starvation.
To prevent job starvation the modified schedule also includes
a hard limit on the number of times a job can be skipped over.
In our experiments we set this to 10, but the threshold was
never met. This parameter could be extended to be per-job and

In its entirety, RUSH requires recording large amounts of
system data, training ML models, and modifying an existing
batch scheduler implementation. This section discusses how
these components of the pipeline were implemented.
A. Variability Predictor Implementation
To facilitate our scheduler, we utilize a data pipeline
(Figure 2) that controls running the proxy jobs, collecting
the performance and run time system data, and training the
ML models. This pipeline needs to be portable and efficient,
so that the same experiments and scheduler adaptations can be
used on other machines.
To make our pipeline portable we designed it entirely using
bash to control job launches and Python to collect and analyze
data. Jobs are launched using configurations from environment
variables and can launch using either LSF or Slurm based job
schedulers. Once the jobs run the data from these jobs are
aggregated and analyzed using Python.
In addition to portability the pipeline needs to be efficient
in its storage and analysis of large amounts of data. Collecting
32 HPCToolkit profiles per day can create several million files
in a short amount of time. To alleviate this storage burden we
only store database files from hpcprof-mpi in addition to
the hatchet dataframes of them.
Given a set of application runs we collect a unified dataset
depicted in Table I. To build contained datasets we query the
Sonar tables for aggregated LDMS data. We collect counter
information for the duration prior to a job running. In our tests
this was the five minutes prior to each proxy application’s run.

TABLE II
D ESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS RUN IN A SYSTEM RESERVATION OF 512 NODES OF Q UARTZ TO COMPARE RUSH TO THE BASELINE .
Experiment

Name

Applications

# of Jobs

Description

ADAA
ADPA
PDPA
WS
SS

All Data All Applications
All Data Partial Applications
Partial Data Partial Applications
Weak Scaling
Strong Scaling

All
Laghos, LBANN, PENNANT
Laghos, LBANN, PENNANT
All
All

190
150
150
190
190

ML model trained on data from all running applications
Subset of 3 applications running
ML model trained on AMG, Kripke, sw4lite, SWFFT
Jobs run on 8, 16, and 32 nodes – weak scaling
Jobs run on 8, 16, and 32 nodes – strong scaling

The counters were reduced over this interval with the minimum,
maximum, and mean of each being included as a column in
the dataset. Next the profiling information, including the wall
clock time, is added into our table. This table is stored in a
Pandas dataframe, which is pickled and compressed for easier
use in the rest of the pipeline.
Prior to running experiments we train the ML models over
the collected data sets and select the best one based on their
F1 score and accuracy. At the end of the pipeline the models
are pickled and exported for use in the scheduler.
B. Job Scheduler Implementation
Using this exported model we modify the Flux [29] framework to implement our scheduler. Flux is a job scheduling
software designed for HPC that integrates graph-based resource
modeling with traditional batch scheduling. This section details
how we implement our algorithm in Flux.
RUSH adds a scheduling policy within Flux to implement its
algorithm. This is done by adding a new “scheduling policy”
class to Flux. We extend the class queue_policy_fcfs_t,
which in turn extends the general queue_policy_base_t
class. Our subclass queue_policy_rush_t implements
the scheduling algorithm detailed in Section IV-B.
The RUSH implementation provides a modified function for
ordering the queue. It first orders the queue with R1 as FCFS.
When jobs are about to be run a Python script is first executed
that runs the ML model with the next job as input.
This Python script then reads the collected counter data,
runs the ML models, and provides its prediction to standard
output. Our implementation uses this to make a scheduling
determination as defined in Algorithm 2.
Jobs are matched to resources using Flux’s default algorithm.
Information about this mapping is captured implicitly in the
system counters. Thus RUSH can be utilized with any resource
mapping algorithm.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
In this section, we describe the experiments and metrics
used to evaluate the ML models and the new job scheduler.
A. Scheduling Experiments
To test the effectiveness of our scheduler we designed
experiments to mimic typical workloads on an HPC system. We
then compare the proposed scheduling policy on this workload
with the default FCFS+backfilling scheduler as a control.
In order to create an HPC system-like environment we ran
all of the experiments within a fixed set of 512 nodes on Quartz.

These nodes lie in the same pod of the fat-tree cluster. The
nodes are allocated by the system Slurm scheduler as a single
job and we run Flux within this allocation to handle scheduling
jobs in the experiments.
To mimic a typical HPC workload we design several
experiments using the seven proxy applications listed in
Sec III-B. We setup a queue of jobs that takes between 30
and 50 minutes for all of them to run to completion. Each
job runs on 16 nodes with 512 processes. At the beginning of
the experiment we submit 20% of the jobs to the Flux queue
immediately and submit the rest uniformly over 20 minutes.
This mimics normal scheduling behavior where knowledge of
every job to be scheduled is not known apriori.
Since we ran on a single pod on the fat-tree, we used a
noise job that runs on 1/16th of the nodes in the experiment
that continuously sends variable amounts of all-to-all traffic on
the network. This allowed us to run fewer experiments as we
observed variation more frequently with the noise. To account
for other system noise we run ten trials of each experiment:
five with FCFS+EASY and five with RUSH.
We ran several different experiments to test how the
scheduling policy performed under different circumstances.
Table II highlights the experiments conducted within each
512-node reservation.
We first test the scheduling policy on all of the applications
in “ADAA”. This experiment runs all seven proxy applications
and uses an ML model trained on a dataset containing runs
from all seven applications.
To test the generalizability of the scheduler experiment
“PDPA” only runs three applications and uses the ML model
trained on the other four applications exclusively. We use
Laghos, LBANN, and PENNANT as the applications to run
and AMG, Kripke, sw4lite, and SWFFT to train the ML model.
Experiment “ADPA” runs the same applications, but uses the
full dataset for training. This serves as a control for “PDPA”.
The final two experiments, “WS” and “SS”, test how the
policy generalizes to different scales of the jobs. Both run all
of the applications and use an ML model trained on all of
the data. However, they run each application on 8, 16, and 32
nodes. “WS” uses weak scaling to change the input parameters
and “SS” strong scaling.
B. Metrics for Evaluating the ML Models
Before the scheduler is run in these experiments the ML
models need to be trained and exported. This section discusses

where tp is the number of true positive predictions, fp the
false positives, and fn the false negatives. F1 score is a standard
measure for how well models predict imbalanced labels.
When comparing different models, we use the average F1
score from cross-validation. The F1 score was calculated for
the binary classification problem of variation vs no variation.

Comparing F1 Scores for All vs. Job-only System Data
1

All Nodes

Job-only Nodes

0.8
F1 Score

the metrics used to evaluate the success of the models in
predicting variation.
Performance variation is rare and, thus, the dataset is
imbalanced. There are significantly more samples with little
or no variation than there are samples with variation. This
means testing accuracy is not a useful performance metric. A
model that always predicts that no variation will occur would
still yield an accuracy greater than 90%, but not provide any
meaningful information to the scheduler. Due to this limitation,
we use precision and recall related metrics to evaluate the
success of our models. In particular, we use the F-measure (F1
score) to compare and find the best performing model.
tp
F1 =
tp + 12 (fp + fn)

0.6
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Fig. 3. F1 scores for different ML models. We see that the AdaBoost model has
the highest F1 scores. Additionally, we see that the models have comparable
performance even without access to full system data.

well in this regard, the AdaBoost classifier outperforms the
others. The results in the rest of the paper use Adaboost as
the classifier.
The models are also insensitive to data exclusivity. We have
two choices when aggregating data from the system. We can
C. Metrics for Evaluating the Job Scheduler
either aggregate over all the nodes on the system or only
We record different metrics that help us evaluate our new over those nodes that are allocated to the jobs in the dataset.
job scheduler across multiple different axes of improvement. When system data from only the job’s nodes are used, we
Schedulers can provide improvement in several different areas, see comparable performance to training over all the nodes in
each of interest to different parties in the supercomputing the system. This is an important performance component as it
eco-system. Providing reliability and high resource utilization allows the scheduler to only collect subsets of system data at a
is important to system administrators, while end-users may time (from the nodes a job is going to be scheduled on) when
be more concerned with wait queue time and ease-of-use. making scheduling decisions. This is a significant reduction in
Additionally, the efficiency of the scheduler is typically crucial data processing that allows the scheduler to aggregate counters
to everyone.
more frequently and efficiently.
Scheduler efficiency can be measured in terms of the
makespan, which is defined as the duration from the submission B. Reduction in Application Performance Variability
of the first job to the end of the last job. The makespan describes
The model accuracy results above confirm that we can use
the amount of time it takes a scheduling policy to complete a
the trained model to advise the job scheduler regarding whether
workload on a certain system.
an incoming job will experience variation or not. Next, we
However, some policies with better makespans may see
discuss results from the experiments described in Section VI-A
adverse performance in other areas. So we also record the
and how RUSH helps in reducing performance variation.
mean time in queue as well as the mean job variation per
Figures 5 and 4 show the number of runs that experienced
application. The mean time in queue will show how delaying
variation in the first three experiments in Table II. Averjobs impacts the average time spent waiting in the queue. The
aged across the five repetitions of the ADAA experiment,
job variation will indicate to what degree RUSH successfully
FCFS+EASY has between 1.5 and 3.5 runs on average per
mitigates run time variation.
application with significant variation (see Figure 5). Using
RUSH, this is reduced to between 0 and 1.5. The most variation
VII. R ESULTS
We now present our results from training the machine prone applications, Laghos and LBANN, have almost no
occurrences of significant variation when the RUSH scheduler
learning models and the job scheduling experiments.
is used. This shows the ability of the scheduler to reduce
A. Prediction Accuracy of ML Models
variation when its ML model has apriori knowledge of all the
Figure 3 presents the performance of different ML models applications being run.
Experiments ADPA and PDPA show that the variation
we experimented with based on their F1 scores. We see that
given the system data in Table I and longitudinal run time data improvement also holds when the ML model has been trained
(see Section III-B), the ML pipeline described in Section IV-A on a subset of the running applications. This is shown in Figure
4 where we see similar improvement when the ML model is
is able to accurately predict run time variation.
The high F1 scores show that the models can predict true trained over the full dataset (left) versus a partial dataset (right).
labels or instances of variation well. While all of them perform Compared to ADAA, ADPA and PDPA show slightly higher
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Fig. 4. There is only a slight increase in the number of applications experiencing variation when using the ML model trained on data from all of the
applications (left plot, ADPA) and separate applications (right plot, PDPA.)
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Fig. 5. The number of runs that experience variation significantly reduces under
the proposed scheduler (RUSH) for the ADAA experiment when compared to
FCFS+EASY.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of execution times for each application in the ADAA
experiment. RUSH reduces the maximum run time and the range of run times.
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amounts of variation in both FCFS+EASY and RUSH. This is
Variability in Application Performance (PDPA)
due to the fact that Laghos and LBANN are the applications
900
600
FCFS
with the most variation and now more instances of them are
RUSH + PDPA
850
580
-0.3%
running together than before. Pennant ends up having more runs
with variation on average in PDPA than ADPA in the RUSH
800
560
5.0%
experiment. However, the increase is small in comparison to
750
540
the decreases in LBANN and Laghos.
6.0%
Since fewer runs suffer from variation using RUSH, we also
700
520
expect the run times of each application to be more predictable.
Figures 6, 7, and 8 present the run time distributions in each
650
500
Laghos
LBANN
Pennant
experiment. The run time distribution includes all of the runs of
each experiment in Section VI-A split by application. Figure 6
compares the run times of the proxy applications between Fig. 7. Distribution of execution times for each application in the PDPA
experiment. The scheduler still performs well for applications where its ML
FCFS+EASY and RUSH scheduling policies for the ADAA model has never seen their data.
experiment. We observe that the maximum and mean run times
reduce for the most sensitive applications, Laghos, LBANN,
and sw4lite. The scheduling policy is able to successfully As before, Laghos, LBANN, and sw4lite, all experience the
reduce variation in most instances. This is shown by the smaller largest improvement in terms of maximum run time.
ranges in run times and number of runs closer to the mean.
In Figure 7 we see that RUSH performs just as well
From these results we also see an improvement in the when it has partial data versus full data. PDPA has similar
maximum run time. This is likely the most important im- improvements in maximum run time when compared with
provement from the perspective of an end-user as now they ADAA. In our experiments we find that ADPA, the control for
have a tighter upper limit on their application’s running time. PDPA, shows similar results to ADAA for LBANN, PENNANT,
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Fig. 8. Distribution of execution times for each application in the Weak Scaling (WS) experiment.

system throughput negatively. We start with comparing the
makespan for the two scheduling policies in Figure 10. For
each experiment, the makespan is improved by between 18
and 66 seconds. The variation in each application has been
reduced without burdening the makespan significantly and in
some cases improving it. By reducing the expected run time of
some of the applications, RUSH reduces the duration of some
of its jobs. In cases where a significant amount of variation is
prevented, the scheduler will have a lower makespan.
Comparison of Makespan
70
60
Makespan (mins.)

and Laghos. We can conclude that having access to historical
runs for an application prior to scheduling is not necessary to
reduce its maximum run time. The generalizability of RUSH
is important, since this data is typically not readily available.
Figures 8 and 9 present the experiments where the applications are run under weak and strong scaling respectively. In
the WS experiment, RUSH reduces the spread of run times and
the maximum run time more in the 8 and 16 node count runs.
This is likely due to more communication in the 32 node runs
and bias in the ML model from only training on 16 node runs.
Figure 9 shows the percent improvement in maximum run
time when the applications are strong scaled. We see that the
scheduler still provides improvement even as the amount of
work per node decreases. For each application the maximum
run time is reduced and sw4lite and LBANN show the greatest
improvements. In experiments WS and SS, there were no
applications with increase in the maximum run time. The run
time distributions either stayed the same or, more often, reduced
in range. This displays the ability of RUSH to extend to other
node counts even under different types of scaling.
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Fig. 10. Scheduler makespans. For each experiment this figure displays
FCFS+EASY and RUSH’s makespans averaged over their five trials. RUSH
outperforms FCFS+EASY in each experiment.
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Fig. 9. Percentage improvement in the maximum run time for each application
in the Strong Scaling (SS) experiment when comparing RUSH with the baseline.

C. Scheduler Evaluation
In addition to mitigating variation for individual users,
we also want to ensure that the scheduler does not impact

Figure 11 shows the differences in wait times for each
application for the ADAA experiment. This plot only includes
wait times for the 80% of applications that were not placed in
the queue at the start of the experiment. In the case of RUSH, the
wait times are spread out and show both favorable and worse
performance compared to the FCFS+EASY scheduler. The
average wait time went up for variation intensive applications
such as Laghos, sw4lite, and LBANN. This is due to them
being pushed back in the queue more often than others. Both
Kripke and AMG got through the queue faster on average
in the RUSH scheduler. Though the wait times vary, they are
always within a minute. This less than a percent increase in
wait time is insignificant, especially compared to the reduction
in variation that can be obtained at its cost.
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Fig. 11. Average wait time per application in experiment ADAA. RUSH has
a larger range of wait times and is often higher.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
Performance variability arising from resource sharing between concurrently running jobs on HPC systems can lead to
inefficiencies for jobs and the system as a whole. In this work,
we have shown that historical run information and system
monitoring data representing the current system state can be
used to predict the variation a job may incur if scheduled right
away. Exploiting this result, we have developed a resource
utilization aware scheduling algorithm called RUSH that uses
machine learning models to predict the future performance
of incoming jobs. We demonstrate that RUSH can be used
to modify the default job schedule to mitigate variation
and even improve overall system utilization. In practice, an
implementation of this policy could improve utilization as well
as allow users to run code with more predictable run times.
In the future, we will continue investigating how this apriori
knowledge of performance variation can be integrated with
schedulers and other system mechanisms to improve resource
utilization. We will also further explore latent performance
metrics and their use in HPC-focused scheduling.
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